Get a fresh perspective on Series 9000

The legendary systems furniture line keeps evolving to meet the needs of business. It creates any kind of space, from workstations to team spaces, to private spaces that support both collaboration and concentration. And it works beautifully with hundreds of other Steelcase products. It offers more new options, choices and applications to fit the grid, or break the mold. All from one outstanding line of systems furniture. Series 9000.
Cooperation for collaboration

Since about 80% of the day is spent working alone or collaborating with one other person, it’s important to support both work styles. Pathways Post and Beam at fence height improves information sharing and talk-over-the-fence brainstorming while mobile worksurfaces add flexibility. Screens and panels provide necessary privacy, while storage is ever-present. A perfect space for going solo or one-on-one.

A Technology Hub on Pathways Post and Beam provides nine simplex receptacles for power and data, in either modular or hard-wired connections. Storage towers and lateral files handle active, anticipated and archival storage needs. Datum shelves create additional worksurface and a convenient spot for collaboration.
Furniture as varied as the individuals who use it

Series 9000 offers so many ways to tailor workstations to meet work demands. Upmount bins add privacy and define the space. Screens work above and below the worksurface, while low panels between workstations help teammates work together. New applications come easily with furniture this flexible.

Place a shared transaction top on a low panel between workstations to create a multi-use site: quick consultation, document pass-through, short-term storage and shared display.

Series 9000 aesthetic options include 16 standard wood veneer finishes, three edge profiles and two storage pull styles.
Open communication

A combination of panel-supported and freestanding furniture creates workstations with the right balance of privacy and openness. A convenient transaction top on the shared center panel facilitates the flow of information between workstations, and also offers seated privacy. Angled worksurfaces move users out of the corners and provide plenty of space for impromptu collaboration.
The bubble jetty worksurface provides plenty of room to spread work out, or collaborate with colleagues.
Same furniture, different spaces

Consider options to the work flow, layout and look. Orient the user in different ways: facing into the space or with a new slant on things but the same generous worksurface. Storage can line the spine wall, support worksurfaces and create boundaries. Series 9000 is about choices. And more of them.
Management retreat

Series 9000 makes optimum use of valuable space — horizontal and vertical. An executive workstation combines a hard-working office with a contemplative retreat. Panels support storage, display and worksurface, and manage privacy. Worksurfaces are both fixed and mobile. Here’s a workspace that keeps your options open.
Concentrative work gets done in a more relaxed space framed by a light-diffusing glass panel. Panel-supported shelves put reference materials close to hand.
Technology support

Works With
Series 9000 works with a broad range of Steelcase products including: Pathways Post and Beam, Pathways Technology Wall, Universal Worksurfaces, Universal Storage, Pathways Architectural Power and Pathways Zone Cabling.

Surface Materials
Steelcase Classics, Options and Accents Collections of Textiles and Finishes, including clear and frosted glass and all 16 standard natural veneer finishes.

Custom Programs: Customer’s Own Material, PerfectMatch™ Paint, Customiz™ Stain and Open Line Laminate.

See the Series 9000 Specification Guide for additional information.

Five circuits specifications are available: 3 circuit shared neutral, 3 circuit separate neutral, 4 circuit 3+0, four circuit 3+1, 4 circuit 2+2.

Route power in the base, cabling in the base, top cap and vertically within the panel. Four-inch panel base houses three-circuit or four-circuit powerways in addition to cable distribution.

Base trim knockouts allow for two power receptacles, two data receptacles. TR panel offers integrated desk-height access to voice, data and power. Enhanced panels allow distribution along top caps, through the panel cavity and along the base.

Removable panel skins and top caps allow easy access without disturbing adjacent panels. Cable drop boxes allow cabling to travel through adjacent top caps even across panels of different heights. Wire managers conceal cords and cables.

Color-coded and keyed powerways and receptacles ease installation and eliminate the risk of misconnections.

All Series 9000 wiring and cabling components are UL listed and CSA certified.

Panel Trim - Platinum 4799 Worksurfaces - Sable on Walnut 3784 - open pore (special finish 3CHN); Legs: Polished Chrome 9201 Storage and Components - Pulls: Jazz pull Silver 9212; L Shelves, Stationary Shelves and Laterals: Platinum 4799 Seating - Steelcase Think, Fabric: Designtex, Vibe, 2377-84 Licorice

Panel Trim - 4798 Sterling Worksurfaces - Arctic White 2730; Legs: Polished Chrome 9201 Storage and Components - Lateral File 4799 Platinum Seating - Steelcase Think, Fabric: Designtex, Vibe, 2377-101 Coconut

Panel Trim - Platinum 4798 Worksurfaces - Winter on Maple 3582; Legs: Polished Chrome 9201 Storage and Components - Pulls, Jazz pull Silver 9212; Towers, L Shelves, Curved Front Bin: Platinum 4798 Seating - Steelcase Think, Fabric: Designtex, Vibe, 2377-101 Coconut

Panel Trim - Platinum 4799 Worksurfaces - Arctic White 2730; Round Table: Sable on Walnut 3784 - open pore (special finish 3CHN); Legs: Polished Chrome 9201 Storage and Components - L Shelves: Platinum 4799, Lateral: Sterling 4798 Seating - Steelcase Think, Fabric: Designtex, Vibe, 2377-101 Coconut

Panel Trim - Platinum 4799 Worksurfaces - Arctic White 2730; Legs: Polished Chrome 9201 Storage and Components - Pulls: Jazz pull in Silver 9212, Tower, Pedestal: Sterling 4798, L Shelf: Platinum 4799, Lateral: Sterling 4798; Seating - Steelcase Leap, Fabric: Designtex, Pigment, 2711-607 Orchid

Panel Trim - Platinum 4799 Worksurfaces - Sable on Walnut 3784 - open pore (special finish 3CHN); Legs: Polished Chrome 9201 Storage and Components - Pulls: Jazz pull in Silver 9212; L Shelf, Stationary Shelves, L Laterals: Platinum 4799 Seating - Steelcase Think, Fabric: Designtex, Vibe, 2377-84 Licorice; Steelcase Leap Coach, Fabric: Brown Leather
Global Dealer Network
We speak your language. Over 400 Steelcase dealers in North America, plus more than 500 Steelcase dealers internationally, help you create inspiring workspaces just about anywhere. Whether your project is across town, across the country, or across the ocean, our dealer network will coordinate the logistics so you don’t have to. It's local expertise with a global reach.

Steelcase and Dealer Services
It's more than a product, it's a partnership. Our service offering includes workspace evaluations, space planning, project coordination, installation, maintenance, asset management and much more. Tailored web-based solutions make it easy to purchase what you need and manage what you have. And financing alternatives provide flexible leasing options.

Environmental Commitment
Being an environmentally responsible company starts by asking questions. That’s why we carefully analyze all our actions and strive to grow more environmentally effective each day. This means considering the entire life cycle of our products— from raw materials to the day that product is no longer needed. And when that day does come (many years from now) the Steelcase Environmental Partnership program will connect you with resources to donate, refurbish or recycle your unused Steelcase products.